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Abstract

This paper explores the expression of multiple entities in Turkish Sign Language (Türk İşaret Dili; TİD), a less-well studied sign language. It aims to provide a comprehensive description of the ways and frequencies in which entity plurality in this language is expressed, both within and outside the noun phrase. We used a corpus that includes both elicited and spontaneous data from native signers. The results reveal that most of the expressions of multiple entities in TİD are iconic, spatial strategies (i.e. localization and spatial plural predicate inflection) none of which, we argue, should be considered as genuine plural marking devices with the main aim of expressing plurality. Instead, the observed devices for localization and predicate inflection allow for a plural interpretation when multiple locations in space are used. Our data do not provide evidence that TİD employs (productive) morphological plural marking (i.e. reduplication) on nouns, in contrast to some other sign languages and many spoken languages. We relate our findings to expression of multiple entities in other signed languages and in spoken languages and discuss these findings in terms of modality effects on expression of multiple entities in human language.
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1. Introduction

The concept of singular versus plural is deeply embedded in human cognition. This is reflected in the fact that the distinction is regularly expressed in natural human languages, although not necessarily obligatorily. Spoken languages exhibit much cross-linguistic diversity in the expression of plurality, i.e. in expressing the presence of multiple entities of a type (Corbett, 2000, Dryer, 2011), as is the case for many grammatical phenomena (e.g. Evans and Levinson, 2009). Compared to spoken languages, little is known to date about the expression of multiple entities in sign languages, and in particular cross-linguistically. In order to expand our knowledge on this topic, we explore the expression of multiple entities in a less well-studied sign language, Turkish Sign Language (Türk İşaret Dili; TİD), that is historically unrelated to the (mainly American and European) sign languages that have been more extensively studied. ¹

The aims of this paper are as follows. The first aim is to provide a detailed description of the various ways in which native TİD signers express multiple entities, both within the nominal domain as well as in syntax, and we discuss the availability, productivity, and obligatoriness of the observed devices for expression of multiple entities in TİD. By using both structured elicited data and spontaneous data from a large data corpus, and by quantifying over the results, we go beyond previous studies on sign language expression of multiple entities.

Second, we aim to compare strategies for multiple entity expression between language modalities, i.e. in spoken and signed language. Particularly we test whether general modality-specific,

¹ A vastly understudied sign language until recently, research on TİD is fast accumulating. Adding to initial sketches of some historical and general characteristics of TİD (Zeshan, 2002, 2003), and a web-based word list (Özyürek et al., 2004: 750 items), there now exist analyses of interrogative and negative constructions (Zeshan, 2006, Gökgöz, 2011), a basic overview of TİD phonology and morphology (Kubuș, 2008), an analysis of verb inflection (Seviç, 2006), as well as another web-based word list (Boğaziçi Üniversitesi TİD Kaynak Sitişesi 2008-2011 [Boğaziçi Üniversitesi TİD Resource Website]; 1327 items). In addition, the expression of spatial relations is discussed in Arık (2008, 2010), Perniss and Özyürek (2008), Özyürek et al. (2010), and Özyürek and Perniss (2011).
iconic affordances would predict certain types of such expressions. We propose that the general influence of iconicity accounts for similarities in the expression of multiple entities across sign languages as reported to date, and that TID behaves consistently in this regard. Overall, the current study thus aims to contribute to our knowledge of the range of possible linguistic expression in this domain as well as to our knowledge about the influence of modality on the expression of the concept of plurality.

The structure of this paper is as follows. Section 2 gives an overview of the ways in which plural reference is expressed in spoken and signed languages. The data collection and analyses are described in section 3. Sections 4 and 5 detail the results of our analysis of the elicited and spontaneous data sets, respectively. Section 6 discusses the theoretical implications of our results. Our conclusions are in section 7.

2. Expression of multiple entities in languages of the world

Before we move on to the exposition of expression of multiple entities in TID, we begin with an overview of the different ways in which plural reference is expressed in both modalities. The overview for spoken languages, in section 2.1, is restricted to the most common and well-known forms due to space limitations (we refer the reader to Corbett (2000) for an excellent treatment). The overview of the means of expression of multiple entities in sign languages in section 2.2 is based on the few studies that have touched on this domain to date.

2.1. Expression of multiple entities in spoken languages

As stated above, spoken languages use a variety of means to mark plurality. Although some languages (e.g. English) distinguish mainly between singular and plural, other languages have special forms for marking two entities (dual), for instance Upper Sorbian (a West Slavonic language), three entities (trial), for instance Larike (a Central Moluccan language used on Ambon Island), and/or some or a few entities (pauca), as in Yimas (a Lower Sepik language spoken in Papua New Guinea), in addition to a general plural form.

Three types of plural marking are generally distinguished: (i) morphological marking on the noun; (ii) lexical marking within the NP but not on the noun; and (iii) syntactic marking. Morphological means of plural marking are diverse and widespread, the most common of them being affixation. Stem change, reduplication, tone, and suppletion are also found on the level of the noun, though they are infrequent, and there is some debate as to whether some of these are in fact morphological processes. A large majority of spoken languages mark plural within the noun phrase (91% in a sample of 1066 languages), and especially on the noun, through affixation (60%), as compiled in Dryer (2011). Table 1 provides some examples. Note that many languages employ two or more plural marking strategies.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Type of plural marking</th>
<th>singular</th>
<th>Plural</th>
<th>gloss</th>
<th>Language</th>
<th>Reference</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Affixation</td>
<td>dog</td>
<td>Dogs</td>
<td>iyikwayiwa</td>
<td>Anindilyakwa</td>
<td>(Leeding, 1989: 294 in Dryer, 2011)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>iyikwayiwa</td>
<td>wirriyikwayiwa</td>
<td>child</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Stem change</td>
<td>mouse</td>
<td>Mice</td>
<td>nchen</td>
<td>Maricopa</td>
<td>(Gordon, 1986:29 in Dryer, 2011)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>nchen</td>
<td>Nchiin</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>older sibling</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(Partial) reduplication</td>
<td>báley</td>
<td>Balbáley</td>
<td>town</td>
<td>Pangasinan</td>
<td>(Rubino, 2001:540)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

2
Within the noun phrase, plural can be marked lexically by words or clitics that specifically indicate plural. Examples are given in Table 2 below.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Type of plural marking</th>
<th>Plural expression</th>
<th>Language</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Plural word</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>aras nani</td>
<td>horse PL</td>
<td>Miskitu</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(Green, 1992 in Corbett, 2000:134)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Plural clitic</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>me-rišo</td>
<td>rab iri</td>
<td>Cayuvava</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PL-new paddle</td>
<td></td>
<td>Key, 1967:50 in Dryer, 2011</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 2: Lexical marking of plural within the noun phrase

Languages may also mark referent plurality through syntactic means, by plural inflection or a plural clitic on verbs and/or adverbs. This is illustrated in (1) from Amele (Roberts, 1987:162), where the contrast between singular (1a) and plural (1b) of the object is indicated by the presence of a plural clitic on the verb.

(1) a. Uga jo cehe-i-a 3SG- TODAY’S.PAST.TENSE‘He built a house.’
   b. Uga jo ceh-ade-i-a 3P- 3SG- TODAY’S.PAST.TENSE ‘He built houses.’

Combinations of plural marking within and outside of the noun phrase are also common. Several plural markers can co-occur within the noun phrase (such as morphological marking on the noun, determiner, and adjectives). Also, plural marking within the noun phrase may combine with plural marking on the verb. This is illustrated in the singular versus plural expressions in (2)-(3). In (2b) from German, plural inflection is shown on the verb as well as in plural suffixes on the noun, the quantifier, and the adjective.

Note that this type of plural expression has received far less attention in the literature than plural marking within the noun phrase.
Similarly, the Swahili example in (3b) shows plural agreement through the plural noun class marker for humans on the noun, the numeral, as well as on the verb (adapted from Deen, 2005:39).

(4) a. Sekiz adam-(*lar) Bodrum-a git-ti-(*ler) 'Eight men have gone to Bodrum.'
   b. Ø Bodrum-a git-ti-*ler  Ø Bodrum-DAT go-PAST-*PL
      ‘(They) have gone to Bodrum.’

2.2. Expression of multiple entities in sign languages

Although relatively few studies have been undertaken with respect to plurality in sign languages to date, several devices for expression of multiple entities have been reported. Like in spoken languages, such devices occur on the referent noun as well as in syntax.

The most commonly reported means of expression of multiple entities on the noun is reduplication, i.e. one or more repetitions of the referential sign. The sign can be repeated at the same position (‘simple reduplication’), or the repetitions may be laterally displaced (‘sideward reduplication’).3

Another means of expression of multiple entities, particularly for a specific number of entities, involves morphologically complex signs in which a noun is simultaneously combined with a numeral (‘numeral incorporation’). This process seems to be restricted to domains of measurement, in particular time (e.g. Frishberg and Gough, 2000). Furthermore, it seems to be constrained to a subset

---

3 Reduplication of nouns as a pluralization strategy is reported for American Sign Language (ASL: Wilbur, 1987), German Sign Language (DGS: Pfau and Steinbach, 2006), Hausa Sign Language (HSL: Schmaling, 2000), Isreali Sign Language (ISL: Namir and Schlesinger, 1978, Stavans, 1996), Italian Sign Language (LIS: Pizzuto and Corazza, 1996), TID (Kubuš, 2008), and Flemish Sign Language (VGT, Heyerick et al., 2011, in prep.). Sideward reduplication has been reported for DGS, LIS, ISL, and VGT.
of nouns, i.e. those whose citation form is articulated with an extended finger or thumb, and to numerals up to ten (Liddell, 1996, Mathur and Rathmann, 2009, 2010).4

Kyle and Woll (1985) mention the possibility of expressing multiple entities by articulating a one-handed sign with two hands (‘double articulation’) in BSL.5 These expressions of multiple entities in the nominal domain are illustrated in Figures 1-3.

---


5 This possibility is also mentioned for VGT (Heyerick et al., 2011, in prep.), who claim this form is only used for the expression of two referents.
As a lexical means of expression of multiple entities, all sign languages studied to date appear to have numerals and quantifying expressions (as in Figures 4-5). The use of dedicated plural signs or clitics to mark plural (as for spoken languages in Table 2), however, is not mentioned in the sign language literature.

Figure 4: Expression of multiple entities with a numeral (Sign Language of the Netherlands [NGT], Nijhof and Zwitserlood, 1999:69)

Figure 5: Expression of multiple entities with a quantifier (LIS, Pizzuto and Corazza, 1996:176)

Finally, various syntactic means for expression of multiple entities are reported for sign languages, primarily pointing signs (including pronouns), classifier predicates, and plural verb inflection. Pronouns in sign languages are pointing signs that are directed towards locations in space associated with (non-)present referents (see McBurney, 2002, Cormier, in press). Singular pronouns point to individual locations in space, while plural pronouns in many sign languages are typically formed either by multiple points to multiple (individual) referent locations or by a sweeping movement of the index finger to include multiple locations. Furthermore, forms meaning 'the two of us' or 'the three of us' move between two or three locations in space and the number of referents is often expressed by the number of fingers (McBurney, 2002). Some of these pronouns are illustrated in Figure 6.

Figure 6: Pronouns for plural referents (BSL, Cormier, in press)

Pointing signs can also be used to indicate the spatial configuration of multiple entities by pointing to corresponding locations in sign space. The use of pointing signs for the expression of multiple entities, as illustrated in Figure 7, is reported for NGT and VGT.
Classifier predicates are morphologically complex predicates in which the classifier refers to a referent. Referents are classified on the basis of salient characteristics like shape (classifiers for long and thin entities, flat entities, and round and/or cylindrical entities are found in almost all sign languages), animacy (some sign languages have special classifiers for humans and animals or for men and women) or other characteristics (e.g. a classifier for vehicles in ASL).\(^6\) Classifier predicates in sign languages function mainly to encode referent location and motion, indicated by the particular placement or movement of the hand in sign space (e.g. Supalla, 1986, Zwitserlood, 2003, in press, Perniss, 2007). Classifier predicates that are used to encode referent locations are generally expressed with a short movement towards a (usually topographically corresponding) location in space. The classifier itself is expressed by a hand configuration, which is simultaneously expressed with the movement root in a morphologically complex predicate. Spatial relationships between plural referents are indicated by multiple localizations of classifier predicates in space, as illustrated in Figure 8.

---

\(^6\) See Aikhenvald (2000) and Grinevald (2000) for information on classifiers in spoken languages and Zwitserlood (in press) on classifiers in signed languages. See the discussions by Slobin et al. (2003) and Schembri (2003) for discussion of the use of the term ‘classifier’ for sign languages.
Multiple entities can also be expressed on other verbs, by modulating their basic shape. For instance, a verb with a single outward movement (as in Figure 9a below) can be articulated with an outward arc movement to indicate plurality of non-individuated object referents (Figure 9b), or with repeated movements that are directed to several loci in space to indicate individual plural referents (exhaustive) (Figure 9c). The use of space in these plural verb inflections is similar to the spatial modulations found in pronouns for plural referents. Whether verbs can carry inflection of this kind and to what extent a full inflectional paradigm can be articulated, depends in part on their formational properties. In particular, verbs with a place of articulation on or near the body generally tend not to be inflected (Padden, 1988) and inflections that would require awkward bending or twisting of the hand(s) or arm(s) are generally dropped in favor of forms that are easier to articulate (Mathur and Rathmann, 2009, 2010).

The use of ‘Size and Shape Specifiers’ (SASSes; sometimes also called ‘Contour Signs’ [CS]) is a further means to express multiple entities. These signs trace the outline of an entity and may be located in sign space according to their spatial configuration, similarly to classifier predicates. The

---

See also De Beuzeville et al. (2009) for pragmatic reasons for using or dropping inflection.
literature is equivocal about whether this type of construction involves a morphological or a syntactic process (e.g. Klima and Bellugi 1979, Nijhof and Zwitserlood 1999), and about whether their use differs between different sign languages. An example of SASSes to indicate multiple entities in NGT is given in Figure 10.

Figure 10: Expression of multiple entities with SASSes (NGT, Nijhof and Zwitserlood, 1999:70)

Finally, a non-manual device to express multiple entities has been reported to be used in LIS: a repeated, sideward-articulated head nod accompanying a noun (Pizutto and Corazza, 1996, no examples provided).

2.3. Synthesis: expression of multiple entities in signed and spoken languages

Bringing together the literature on both spoken and signed languages we see that similarly to spoken languages, various devices for the expression of multiple entities are found in sign languages in the domains of the noun, the NP, and the verb, and it appears that most sign languages investigated thus far employ several different devices. Pfau and Steinbach (2006:158) claim that the expression of plurality in signed and spoken languages is fundamentally similar, given that languages in both modalities use the same basic plural marking strategies (specifically, reduplication and zero marking), and that application of these strategies is constrained by phonological properties of the input. However, this claim needs some qualification. First, plural reduplication is not a commonly used plural marking strategy in spoken languages, in contrast to signed languages: it occurs in only 1% in a sample of 1066 spoken languages (Dryer, 2011). Pfau and Steinbach (2006) do note that a crucial difference between signed and spoken languages is the absence of plural affixation on the noun (or plural cliticization within the noun phrase) in signed languages. This stands in marked contrast to spoken languages, where these means of plural marking (affixation, in particular) prevail. Sign languages generally disprefer sequential morphology and favor simultaneous, non-concatenative morphology instead (as evidenced in classifier predicates and numeral incorporation, see also Sandler and Lillo-Martin, 2006, and Mathur and Rathmann, 2009, 2010). Second, Pfau and Steinbach’s claim is restricted to the nominal domain. Most of the reported devices for expression of multiple entities in sign languages, however, go beyond this domain and they make extensive use of space (i.e. classifier predicates, pronouns and pointing signs, spatial verb inflection, and SASSes), which is not available in the aural-oral modality.

It is important to note that not all of the devices for expression of multiple entities in sign languages mentioned above should be considered as genuine linguistic plural markers, i.e. devices with the primary function of expressing plurality. First, numerals and numeral incorporated forms, as well as quantifiers do not qualify as genuine linguistic plural markers, since they do not mark plurality as such but rather indicate a specific number or a general quantity of referents. Second, the use of

---

Note, however, that reduplication is a common device for expressing the iterative nature of an event, and occurs productively in many systems of ideophones, mimetics, and other sound-symbolic systems.
classifier predicates and other spatially-inflected predicates to indicate referent locations in space does not specifically mark referent plurality: these forms are used for single referents (using a single location) as well as for multiple referents (using multiple locations), with the locations iconically reflecting referent locations in space in both cases.9

The picture that emerges is that the particular affordances and constraints of language modality (spoken or signed) substantially shapes the expression of multiple entities. Sign languages, in particular, are characterized by a high and pervasive degree of iconicity of the devices used for expression of multiple entities. Specifically, the affordance of iconicity is manifested through the mapping of multiple referents to multiple locations in space and/or to multiple expressions of a (root) form. In concrete terms, the expression of multiple entities in sign languages primarily involves the spatial representation of entities in sign space and reduplication of the noun form (although the number of repetitions does not necessarily match the number of referents.

Thus, it seems that we need more understanding of the way in which modality might shape expression of multiple entities in language in general. Even though the overview in section 2.2 reflects a good deal of information, our knowledge about expression of multiple entities in sign languages remains fragmentary. So far, the domain has been focally investigated in only a few sign languages. Furthermore, we generally lack a full picture of the devices available and employed in individual sign languages. Some studies have concentrated only on a particular domain (e.g. morphological plural marking on the noun, Pfau and Steinbach, 2006 for DGS), while others have provided information about plural devices in sketch grammars (e.g. of HSL: Schmaling, 2000), but without indicating whether particular devices are obligatory or productive within the grammar of the particular language. Moreover, detailed information about the structures in which plural devices (co-)occur for different referents and event types and the frequency of certain structures are generally lacking to reach general conclusions about modality effects.

3. The present study

To address the above issues we analyze expression of multiple entities in a large corpus with different genres of data of native TID signers, in two different data sets. One set consists of elicited picture descriptions, where different types of entities (inanimate and non-human animate) are arranged in static configurations. The second set consists of (semi) spontaneous data, where signers related personal narratives to a (deaf) interlocutor, for instance about their families, studies, work, or important events in their lives. This data set comprises various types of events and activities, primarily featuring people as referents. In addition, subsequent to data collection, TID signers were asked in certain instances to comment on and clarify the use of a specific strategy in a given context. We did not, however, rely on grammaticality judgment tasks since the construction of reliable tasks requires (near) native language skills in addition to thorough linguistic knowledge.

From the elicited data set, we expected the use of classifier predicates as a primary device, since the stimuli depicted multiple referents (inanimates and non-human animates) in spatial configurations. From the spontaneous data set, in which the subjects talked about a variety of subjects and the referents were often humans, we expected the use of inflected predicates as a primary device for expressing plural arguments. Moreover, we expected both data sets to provide contexts in which morphological devices on the noun, (lexical) devices within the NP, and devices occurring on predicates in syntax could be observed as strategies for expression of multiple entities. Our expectations, based on previous research on multiple entity expression in signed languages as well as on the spatial affordances and constraints that have been attributed to the visual-gestural modality (e.g. Meier, 2002; Sandler and Lillo-Martin, 2006), are that TID will employ iconically-motivated and spatial devices for expression of multiple entities (in particular, those devices described above in

---

9 We understand that the use of space to indicate the arguments of an inflected verb is not necessarily iconically-motivated (and indeed, much of the literature has assumed that verb inflection uses space in an arbitrary, purely syntactic way, cf. Klima and Bellugi, 1979; Lillo-Martin and Klima, 1990; Padden, 1988). However, even when the spatial modification of sign forms does not reflect a physical spatial arrangement of referents in space, the choice of referent-location associations in space is nevertheless often iconically-motivated in that it reflects semantic, conceptual, and pragmatic relations between referents (cf. Engberg-Pedersen, 1993; Liddell, 1998; Mather and Winston, 1998; Van Hoek, 1992).
terms of syntactic expression of multiple entities), but will make little or no use of affixation or cliticization. On the other hand, non-concatenative morphology may also be expected, and the possibility of non-manual expression of multiple entities (as in LIS) should not be excluded.

3.1. Data collection and analysis

In the elicitation task, signers were requested to describe photographs presented to them on a laptop screen. The photographs systematically showed different numbers (one, two, three or four, many) of seven different focal entity types (animate non-human: birds, cows; inanimate: boats, cups, paintings, pens, plates), as shown for cups in Figure 11. Furthermore, many photographs contained other inanimate entities, occurring in various numbers (chairs, trees, houses, stripes, oars, tiles, stones, colored spots, and flowers). All entities were featured in typical contexts and configurations (e.g. on a table, shelf, wall, street, meadow, water surface). Participants described each picture to a deaf addressee, seated opposite, such that the addressee could select the described picture from sets of 24 thumbnail photographs. If necessary, addressees could ask for repetition or clarification in order to make the correct choice.

Figure 11: Examples of stimulus materials

In the spontaneous data sessions, participants were asked to introduce themselves and to provide a brief biography and/or to relate one or more notable or memorable events in their lives to another deaf signer. They were free in their choice of event(s).

A total of twenty native adult TİD signers (twelve men and eight women, aged between 20 and 49, mean age 29) participated in this study. Twelve were involved in the elicitation task and fifteen provided spontaneous narratives (seven signers participated in both tasks). All participants are from the region of İzmir.

In both data sessions, video recordings were made from three different angles: (1) front view of signer, (2) front view of addressee, (3) top view encompassing both signer and addressee. The combination of the front and top view of the signer has proven crucial to ascertaining the use of sign space in what approaches a three-dimensional view.

All data were coded using ELAN, a sophisticated multimedia linguistic annotation tool that allows simultaneous playback of (several) media files, and to which annotations can be timeframe-linked. The actions of each of the signers’ hands were annotated in glosses in Turkish and English. (The Turkish glosses were provided by an assistant who is a native bilingual of Turkish and TİD). Each indication of referent plurality (on nouns and predicates) was coded by a trained linguist in cooperation with a fluent TİD signer. Finally, the types and occurrences of devices for expression of multiple entities were quantified.

It is often difficult to establish the parts of speech in a sign language, as morphological and syntactic clues such as case markers, copulas, and articles are often lacking (e.g. Erlenkamp, 2000, Johnston et al., 2007). Therefore, TİD signs that had a clearly referential function in the context in which they appeared were categorized as ‘nouns’ and those that conveyed information about states or events with respect to referents were categorized as ‘predicates’. We refrained from making finer-grained category distinctions like ‘verbs’, ‘adverbials’ or ‘adjectives’. We considered all signs that make use of spatial locations to indicate argument(s) as inflected predicates, including directional predicates (i.e. transitive predicates that move between two argument locations) and predicates that are made at the location of (one of) their argument(s).

As explained above, in choosing to collect and analyze two different genres of data, we aimed to target different referent types (i.e. inanimates, animate non-humans, and humans). Of course, the
different nature of the data genres - elicited and spontaneous - limits the extent to which they are directly comparable. We must take into account that the spontaneous data are less structured, as signers were free in their choice of subject, and therefore, the number of referents and situations that they discussed could not be controlled for. In general, singular entities are much more common in normal language use than plural entities (e.g. three times as frequent in a sample of European spoken languages, Corbett, 2000:285). Thus, in contrast to the elicited data, the spontaneous data is expected to contain comparatively few tokens of expressions of singular and multiple entities of the same referent type.

4. Results of the elicitation task

From the twelve participants in this part of the study, we obtained a total of 366 descriptions of the 28 pictures. There were 273 descriptions of multiple entities: 173 for easily countable entities (two, three, and four) and 100 for many entities. Signers usually described the pictures exhaustively, that is, including the less focal entities in the pictures, such as trees, houses, shelves, tiles, and chairs. 59 descriptions contained a small (i.e. easily countable) number of non-focal entities and 35 descriptions included many (i.e. not easily countable) non-focal entities. Sometimes the participants elaborated on the shape, color, and/or the quantity of the entities (particularly for the focal entities), and typically indicated their location with respect to other entities.

Participants used a range of strategies to indicate multiple entities: numerals, quantifying signs, classifier constructions, noun localizations (i.e. articulations of nouns at locations in sign space), localized signs indicating specific numbers of entities in a side-by-side configuration, localized Size and Shape Specifiers, and spatially inflected predicates to indicate the referents involved in an event. In all responses, participants used at least two strategies, sometimes more than two. We will describe each of these in detail in the following sections, followed by an analysis of the frequency of use of each device.

4.1. Expression of multiple entities on the noun

As stated in section 2.2, three main ways of morphological expression of multiple entities on the noun are reported for sign languages: reduplication, numeral incorporation, and double articulation. Although it is possible that other devices have developed in different sign languages, we predicted that noun reduplication may well be used as a device for expression of multiple entities in TID because it is a quite frequently reported strategy in other sign languages. Moreover, this strategy was expected since it relies on an iconic mapping (i.e. repetition of the linguistic sign signaling more than one entity). Previous literature describes phonological restrictions on the input base for reduplication, i.e. inherent repetition of the sign and articulation of the sign on or near the body blocking reduplication (Pfau and Steinbach, 2006, Pizzuto and Corazza 1996, Wilbur, 1987), as well as contextual constraints, for instance non co-occurrence of numerals and quantifier with reduplicated nouns (Pfau and Steinbach, 2006). In order to assess whether these or other restrictions apply in TID, we carefully checked for systematic differences in the articulation of nouns in responses referring to singular entities compared to nouns referring to more than one entity.

First, in the absence of thorough knowledge of TID phonology, we established the phonological structure of the signs under study. In order to eliminate confusion of phonetic/prosodic context effects and phonological structure of signs as much as possible, we investigated the form of signs in citation form as well as in connected signing (i.e. in the responses to the stimuli). Then, for

---

10 We included multiple descriptions of pictures. Signers often provided more than one description, for instance, when interlocutors asked for clarification. Conversely, due to technical problems, a few descriptions were not recorded properly or were of too poor quality, and were thus not included in the analysis.

11 We use the term ‘reduplication’ for sign repetitions with a grammatical function, for instance plural marking or marking of aspect. The term ‘repetition’ is reserved for forms where repetition does not have such a function, for instance phonologically specified repetitions or phonetic/prosodic repetitions (following Wilbur, 2005).

12 Emphasized signs and signs in a prosodic domain-final position typically attract prosodic weight, which can manifest in sign lengthening (i.e. holding the final position of the hand(s)), sign repetition, and addition of
a reliable comparison of the nouns in singular and plural contexts, we analyzed the forms of those noun types in our data that occurred with at least two tokens in each context. This resulted in a set of 24 types, with different phonological specifications.

In this set, we did not find systematic noun reduplication to express multiple entities. We did observe a few cases of repeated noun signs in plural contexts, but rule out an interpretation as plural reduplication for the following reasons. First, and crucially, for the same sign, we found no systematic difference in articulation between singular and plural contexts. Second, although plural reduplication might be prohibited by co-occurrence with a numeral or a quantifier within the noun phrase (cf. Pfau and Steinbach, 2006 for DGS, Wilbur, 1987 for ASL, Stavans, 1996 for ISL), we found no difference in the articulation of signs in the presence vs. absence of numerals or quantifiers in our data. Third, phonological restrictions on plural noun reduplication as reported for other sign languages do not appear to be responsible for the lack of plural reduplication on nouns in TİD. Such restrictions are: (i) an input noun with phonological specification for a location on or near the body (e.g. at the forehead) does not allow plural reduplication (Pfau and Steinbach, 2006 for DGS, Pizzuto and Corazza, 1996 for LIS); and (ii) specification for repetition (including alternating movement) in the input noun prohibits plural reduplication, applying in DGS (Pfau and Steinbach, 2006), LIS (Pizzuto and Corazza, 1996), and ASL (Wilbur, 1987). Another, feasible restriction on the manifestation of plural reduplication is that the base must have a movement, i.e. a change in location, orientation, and/or hand configuration in order for reduplication to be expressed.

As stated earlier, our data set included nouns with different phonological specifications. Five out of the total 24 sign types are signs made at a location on or near the body, like the signs for ‘cow’ and ‘cup’ in Figure, while 19 signs are not specified for body location and thus produced in the space in front of the signer’s body, like the signs for ‘boat’ and ‘tree’ in Figure 13 and ‘bird’ in Figure 14. Furthermore, the signs in our data set have different types of movement, i.e. an inherent repeated movement as in the signs for ‘duck’ and ‘bird’ in Figure 14 (three signs), a single, non-repeated movement as in the signs for ‘cow’, ‘cup’, ‘boat’, and ‘tree’ (18 signs), and no movement (3 signs, no example provided).

![Figure 12: TİD nouns that are made on or near the body](image)

However, even the signs that did not occur in combination with quantificational elements and would not be subject to phonological restrictions as in other signed languages (e.g. the signs in Figure 13) were not systematically repeated in plural contexts. This is illustrated in Figure 15, where the signer expresses that there are two boats next to each other: the initial sign for ‘boat’ is not reduplicated.

Note that other restrictions than these may pertain in TİD, since rules and restrictions do not apply equally in different languages. Such restrictions might concern semantic, morphological, or redundancy restrictions (e.g. the presence of two or more devices for expression of multiple entities). These possibilities will be discussed in more detail in section 5.1.

Comparison of nouns in singular and plural contexts showed no other systematic form differences, either. No double articulation, affixation, or changes in the sign form were observed, nor were systematic non-manual markings encountered. In addition, we did not observe numeral incorporation, albeit there may have been little opportunity for this strategy, given that the elicitation task did not include entities that are commonly measured (e.g. time), which are the contexts in which numeral incorporation usually occurs in other signed languages.

4.2. Numerals and quantifiers

Like many languages of the world, TİD has several signs that quantify over entities. There is a system of numerals as well as a set of signs that express general quantities of entities, such as signs for ‘(a) few’, ‘some’ and ‘many’. Many (though not all) descriptions of stimuli with easily countable entities contained numerals (see the examples in Figure 16). Quantifying signs, usually those for ‘a lot’ and ‘many’, occurred mostly in descriptions of many entities (see the examples in Figure 17).
It must be noted that the numerals and especially the quantifiers in our data were not always within the same phrase as the noun they modified, as established on the basis of context, word order, intervening material between the noun and numeral or quantifier (including breaks), and prosodic cues (as in Nespor and Sandler, 1999, Sandler, 1999). Numerals and quantifiers sometimes functioned as predicates after mention of the referent noun (comparable to a structure like ‘of cows, there are four’) or as subjects of a following predicate (e.g. ‘of cows, many are walking around’). The difference in interpretation between Figure 16a (where the numeral is part of the noun phrase) and Figure 16b (where the numeral is not part of the noun phrase) is based on the fact that there is a clear prosodic break between the noun and the following numeral in Figure 16b, i.e. a head nod and an eye blink (as shown in the smaller still between the two signs). Similarly, in the example in Figure 17, there is a break between the noun and the quantifier. Thus, in these examples, the nouns may serve as...
topics, that are commented on by the subsequent sign or sign string containing the numeral or quantifier.\textsuperscript{13} Finally, signs or clitics in the noun phrase that specifically encode plural (as described in section 2.1) did not occur in the data.

### 4.3. Expression of multiple entities on predicates

Participants often expressed multiple entities by localizations in sign space, as expected. For this, they often used classifier constructions, but we also found nouns and SASSes that were articulated at different locations in sign space. Furthermore, a sign indicating a specific number of entities in a side-by-side configuration was encountered, which we have previously described for TİD (Özyürek et al., 2010) but which has not been observed in the same way in any other sign language. We describe each of these below. We analyze all of the localization structures as simultaneous combinations of a localization predicate with another device: a classifier, a noun, a SASS, or a side-by-side configuration.

#### 4.3.1. Localization of classifiers

The data contained many instances of localizing predicates expressing the number of referents and their relative locations with a classifier (cf. Kübuş, 2008), both for stimuli in which the entities could be easily counted as well as for stimuli with larger numbers of entities. The classifiers that occurred in our data varied in form and meaning, as summarized in Table 3 below.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Classifier</th>
<th>shape</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>long objects (pens)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>cylindrical objects (cups)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>square objects (pictures, cobble stones)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>flat, wide objects (pictures, boats, notebooks)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>bulky objects (cows, pictures)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>flat round objects (plates)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 3: Form and meaning of the classifiers found in the TİD data

In most cases, the finger and/or palm orientation of the classifiers in the descriptions reflected the orientation of the entity in the picture. Examples are shown below. The signer in Figure 18 indicates an exact number of (two) plates and localizes them by placing two classifiers for flat round entities in the space in front of her (where she has previously localized a table) with a small downward movement.

\[\text{LH} \quad \text{plate} \quad \text{two} \quad \text{CLF(round)-BEAT}_{\text{table}_A}\]
\[\text{RH} \quad \text{plate} \quad \text{CLF(round)-BEAT}_{\text{table}_B}\]

\text{Of plates, there are two, one is here (on the table) and one is here (on the table).}

\textsuperscript{13} A full syntactic analysis of these examples is beyond the scope of this paper. However, they seem similar to quantifier-noun phrase split cases described for ASL (Boster, 1996).
The signer in Figure 19 expresses that there are many pictures (on a wall). She uses two hands alternatingly to localize classifiers (for large or bulky entities) on a wall (previously localized in front of her). The separate localizations individuate the entities, although the number of placements of the hands does not represent the exact number of entities (unlike in Figure 18).

Localization with classifiers can be done in different ways in TİD (as was also observed by Kubuş, 2008), depending on the number of referents and on whether or not the signer wishes to individuate entities. Sequential one-handed articulations at different locations were generally observed for easily countable entities of the same type. However, for localization of two entities of the same type, a simultaneous two-handed construction, as in Figure 18, was commonly used. Repeated localizations with two hands (both simultaneous and alternating) were used for many individuated entities (as in Figure 19). A ‘sweeping’ movement through space covering the area in which entities were located was used for non-individuated entities, generally (though not always) for many entities. Straight sweeping movements indicated that entities were in a line. These were repeated at different places to express several rows of entities. Signers also used circular sweeping movements, covering the general area of located entities, as in Figure 20 below, where the signer indicates that a wall is covered with photos. In our data, the sweeping movements generally occurred with classifiers, but also sometimes with nouns (noun localization will be discussed in section 4.3.2).  

Because of space limitations we present only the relevant parts of the responses. Where relevant, ellipses indicate signing that is not represented in the examples.
Finally, signers used predicates with numeral incorporated classifiers to localize more than one pen. In contrast to localization of one pen with the classifier for long and thin referents (represented by an extended index finger, see Table 3), signers used forms with two and four extended fingers to localize two and four pens, respectively (i.e. expressing the exact number of pens). Similar forms are reported for ASL (Supalla, 1982, 1986), DGS (Perniss et al., 2011), HSL (Schmaling, 2000), and NGT (Zwitserlood, 2003). We will come back to such forms in sections 4.3.3 and 5.1.

4.3.2. Localization of nouns

Localizing predicates were not only combined with classifiers, as described in the previous section, but also with nouns. This is illustrated in Figure 21 below, for descriptions of pictures with two boats next to each other on the water (Figure 21a) and three plates next to each other on a table (Figure 21b). The locations at which the nouns are made in sign space and the number of signs localized clearly reflect the number and the locations of the entities in the stimulus pictures.

Articulation of nouns at different locations in space to express the spatial configuration of referents has also been noted for some other sign languages, for instance DGS (Pfau and Steinbach, 2006) and NGT (Nijhof and Zwitserlood, 1999). Pfau and Steinbach (2006:164-167) analyze such occurrences as marked cases of sideward reduplication that also encode the spatial configuration of the referents. We suggest that these forms should be analyzed as instances of noun localization, i.e. simultaneous combinations of a location root (as in classifier predicates) with a noun (which is possible with nouns that are phonologically underspecified for a location). At times, it was difficult to distinguish (localized) nouns from (localized) classifiers, since some nouns in TİD are expressed by a configuration of the hand(s) only, similar to classifiers, as for instance the sign for ‘plate’ in Figures 18 and 21b. We distinguished the use of such forms as nouns or as classifiers on the basis of their distribution and the accompaniment of mouthing. Forms that were used for the introduction of referents were considered nouns, particularly since they were generally accompanied by mouthing of a (part of the) Turkish word for the referent (in contrast to classifier localizations). The difference becomes clear when comparing Figures 18 and 21b. In Figure 18, the plates are first introduced...
(accompanied by the mouthing *tabak* ‘plate’) and subsequently (simultaneously) localized using classifiers, while in Figure 21b the sign for plate is immediately localized (with accompanying mouthing of *tabak*).

4.3.3. Localization of a ‘side-by-side’ device for multiple entities

In addition to the localization strategies discussed in the previous two sections, the TİD signers in our data sample also used a form that we analyze as a localizing predicate combined with a hand configuration that specifically encodes the semantic notion of ‘side-by-side’-ness for more than one entity, in the same orientation. This sign type was used by all participants and is illustrated in Figure 22 below.

![Figure 22: TİD ‘side-by-side’ localizations](image)

The number of extended fingers corresponds to the number of entities next to each other (e.g. four cups in Figure 22a, and three plates in Figure 22b). The orientation of the fingers in these examples reflects the upright orientation of the cups and the horizontal orientation of the plates, respectively. The indication of entity orientation is one argument against analysis of these forms as localized numerals, since numerals have a fixed orientation. Rather, they are similar to the numeral incorporated classifier constructions, in which multiple long and thin referents are expressed by multiple extended fingers (as described in section 4.3.1), and information is provided about the location, orientation, and number of referents. However, the ‘side-by-side’ forms do not convey any information about the referent’s characteristics, in crucial contrast to classifiers. They are used to represent multiple entities of the same (or similar) type in a side-by-side configuration, without restriction on the class or shape of the referents. The sign is used e.g. for multiple pictures, cows, boats, and plates, when these are perceived as being in the same orientation, but never for a single exemplar of these entities. A difference in orientation between a number of same referent types can be expressed using separate forms in different orientations, as in Figure 23. (See also Özyürek et al., 2010, Perniss et al., 2011 for a detailed discussion of this construction).
Figure 23: ‘side-by-side’ localizations of entities in different orientations.

4.3.4. Localization with pointing signs and Size and Shape Specifiers
In very few cases, signers used pointing signs to locations in sign space to localize multiple entities. More common were localizations of Size and Shape Specifiers (SASS), for instance, to indicate four paintings on a wall, as illustrated in Figure 24. The signer introduces the referent ‘painting’ using a lexical sign, and then traces the shape of the paintings at different locations on a wall (that was introduced previously).

Figure 24: Localization with Size and Shape Specifiers

4.3.5. Expression of multiple entities through predicate inflection
Multiple entities were sometimes expressed through spatial inflection of predicates describing certain properties or activities of the referents. For instance, the signer in Figure 25 indicates that the two paintings in the stimulus picture are colorful and hanging (on a wall), making the signs for ‘colored/colorful’ and ‘hang’ at the locations where the paintings are conceptualized as being (without actually localizing the paintings themselves, e.g. with classifier predicates). Thus, the number of referent(s) is expressed through the articulation of descriptive predicates at the corresponding locations of the referents in space.
4.4. Expression of multiple entities through lexical semantics

In addition to the devices discussed in the preceding sections, multiple entities were sometimes expressed through the lexical semantics of signs. First, there is a lexical sign that expressly indicates the fact that there are many entities spread out over a surface, as in Figure 26a (e.g. for many cows in a meadow). We have observed that this sign can, but need not, be localized in space. Note that this sign is different from the classifier predicate with a ‘sweeping’ motion described in section 4.3.1. It can be used with all types of entities, regardless of their shape, and the shape of the hands and the movement in this sign is fixed. Another lexical sign that has plurality of entities as part of its lexical semantics is the sign for ‘in a bunch’ (shown in Figure 26b). This sign can be used to iconically indicate a bunch of referents. For example, the sign was used in our data set to describe a picture with ‘many pens’ on a tabletop.

4.5. Summary

To summarize our results, concatenative morphological strategies that are typically found in spoken languages (such as affixation and cliticization on nouns) to express multiple entities did not occur in the TİD data. In contrast to what has been found for some sign languages, plural noun reduplication also did not appear to be available in TİD. Nor was any other means of morphological expression of multiple entities on the noun observed. On the other hand, numerals and quantifiers, as lexical expression of multiple entities, were frequently used. Furthermore, signers used sign space for referent localization to indicate multiple entities, making use of the iconic affordances of the

15 This sign bears similarity to a handling classifier construction (i.e. a sign that indicates holding or manipulation of a bulky entity or a bunch of entities). However, the stimulus pictures did not involve any handling, and did not otherwise elicit handling constructions, thus providing no indication that this form should be analyzed as such.
modality. Localization, i.e. predication over referents to indicate the referents’ locations in space, occurs with classifiers, nouns, and the ‘side-by-side’ sign. Predicate inflection, as described in section 4.3.5, another spatial strategy (indicating the locations of multiple entities), occurred sporadically and only when signers chose to focus on properties or activities of multiple referents in the stimuli. Finally, multiple entities were sometimes indicated through the inherent lexical semantics of signs. The distribution of these devices in the elicited data is given in Figure 27. Overall, spatial strategies, particularly with localizing predicates, are the main devices we found to express multiple entities in static configurations in TİD.

Figure 27: Distribution of devices used for the expression of multiple entities in the elicited data (N=645) (proportions of all expressions of multiple entities)

5. Results of the spontaneous narratives

As described in section 3, we also collected and analyzed expressions of multiple entities from (semi) spontaneous use of TİD, i.e. from personal narratives told to another deaf signer. This brings in a different set of referential expressions (including human referents, not present in the elicited data) as well as possible additional devices for expression of multiple entities. The data set consists of 28:35 minutes of TİD signing. All referents in the data (overtly and covertly expressed) were coded by a trained linguist in concord with a fluent TİD signer for a singular or plural (or generic) interpretation and were subsequently coded for the devices which yielded this interpretation: morphological, lexical, syntactic, or other(s). In contrast to the elicited data, where several devices to indicate multiple entities were combined within a single description, there was usually only a single indication of entity plurality per instance in the spontaneous data set (and often plural interpretation was left to inference). We discuss the various devices in the sections below.

5.1. Expression of multiple entities on the noun

The spontaneous data contained 26 different nouns with a plural interpretation, all different from the nouns in the elicitation task. Parallel to our investigation of expression of multiple entities on the noun in the elicited data, we concentrated on the 12 noun types of which there were at least two tokens in both plural and singular contexts. Three of these types indicated time (days, months, years) and five referred to people (friends, siblings, children, and deaf people). The four remaining noun types referred to both concrete and abstract entities (hearing aids, injuries, ideas, and associations). Again, the phonological specifications of these signs varied (four of the signs are made on or near the body, three have an inherent repetition).

We found no instances of double articulation. Neither did we encounter systematic occurrence of noun repetitions (i.e. reduplication) in plural contexts, corroborating the findings from the elicited data described in section 4.1. The only exception is found in one of the TİD signs for ‘child’: all five tokens showed sideward reduplication in the context ‘two children’. However, rather than morphological plural marking as in some sign languages, this may be a lexical plural form in TİD (as
seems to be the case in some other signed languages, for instance IPSL (Zeshan, 2000) and Adamorobe Sign Language (AdaSL; Nyst, 2007). A few repetitions of nouns were observed in places in the narrative where a signer pondered what to say next and in signs that were emphasized, or at the end of prosodic units (i.e. before breaks, changes in head position, body position, eye gaze direction, and/or facial expression (see Nespor and Sandler, 1999, Van der Kooij et al., 2006)). These repetitions were found in both singular and plural contexts. Thus, they do not have a morphological function, but rather a prosodic one, and sometimes they are the effect of hesitation during the utterance.

The absence of expression of multiple entities on the nouns in the elicited data could potentially be ascribed to several other factors. However, these factors were not present in the spontaneous data. Results from the elicited data and the spontaneous data with respect to morphological expression of multiple entities on the noun are consistent with each other, so we have grounds to assume that the results have not been influenced by the different tasks. First, the elicited data set comprised mainly concrete nouns for inanimate entities (in addition to some non-human animates), whereas animate, and particularly human, referents are more likely to show plural marking. However, the spontaneous data included nouns for humans and abstract entities in plural contexts, and these did not provide evidence that TİD employs reduplication to express multiple entities for these nouns. This is in confirmation of the findings by Kubuş (2008). Second, the presence of several strategies for expression of multiple entities in one description (e.g. numerals/quantifiers and localizations in space) in the elicited data might have constrained the expression of multiple entities through morphological processes on the noun. However, since multiple entities in the narrative data were expressed by a single device or no device at all (see also section 5.4), such a constraint does not seem to be at play.

In addition, the spontaneous data contained some instances of simultaneous expression of a noun and a numeral modifying that noun. We will show below that some of these occurrences are instances of numeral incorporation (which corroborates reports by Zeshan (2002) that numeral incorporation is available in TİD), but that the nature of other instances of the simultaneous numeral-noun productions in our data seem rather to reflect a different phenomenon, namely assimilation of the handshape of an adjacent numeral to that of the noun sign. An example of the latter can be seen in Figure 28b, where the signer first makes the sign for ‘two’ (first still) and then articulates the sign for ‘year’ with two extended fingers (normally signed with one extended index finger as illustrated in Figure 28a). The simultaneous occurrences of a numeral and the signs for ‘year’ and ‘month’ in our data were always adjacent to a separate numeral. (But note that the presence of an adjacent numeral did not necessarily trigger handshape assimilation.) True numeral incorporation, that is not simply the result of handshape assimilation, may be less widespread in actual usage than previously assumed.

---

16 This was particularly the case for signs where the hands end in contact with each other or with a body part (see Van der Kooij, 1996), such as the TİD signs for ‘year’, ‘friend’, and ‘sibling’.

17 Iconic motivatedness of individual sign forms (e.g. the sign for ‘boat’) in combination with the language’s possibility of iconic localization might also influence the likelihood of (simple) reduplication, avoiding the meaning potential of more than one entity at the same location. An in-depth study (which would include iconicity judgment testing of signs) is outside the scope of this study, however, and we leave it for future exploration.
The observed instances of true numeral incorporation in our data, as in the expression of school grades (‘x\textsuperscript{th} grade’) in Figure 29, lead us to a further new analysis of the nature of numeral incorporation in TİD. Zeshan (2002) and Kubuş (2006) have analyzed numeral incorporation in TİD as simultaneous sign combinations in which the lexically-specified handshape of a particular sign is replaced by the handshape of a numeral. Mathur and Rathmann (2009, 2010) adopt a similar view, which they have elaborated on for DGS and ASL. In this analysis, incorporation is only allowed for a subset of (unmarked) handshapes, such as the hand with extended index finger: signs that are specified for a marked handshape cannot be simultaneously combined with another sign that also has a marked handshape feature (i.e. a numeral). If this process and this constraint were also applicable in TİD, we would expect at least the sign for ‘year’ in our data to show numeral incorporation, being articulated with the same unmarked index finger that allows numeral incorporation in ASL and DGS. However, in order to also account for the occurrence of ‘x\textsuperscript{th} grade’ expressions, an analysis for numeral incorporation as provided by Liddell (1996) seems more appropriate.

Liddell (1996) suggests that there are bound morphemes in ASL (e.g. roots and prefixes) that do not have full phonological specifications and that combine with numerals between 1 and 9 (e.g. a prefix expressing the concept ‘age’ that consists only of a location feature on the chin). Following this analysis of phonological underspecification and simultaneous morpheme combination, we suggest that the TİD expression of ‘grade’ is phonologically underspecified for handshape features (and only specified for a location feature on the upper arm). Simultaneous combination of this form and a numeral (that is specified for handshape features) is not only possible, but even necessary in order for the sign to be pronounceable (also see Meir, 2001 and Zwitserlood, 2003 for similar analyses of complex signs for Israeli Sign Language [ISL] and NGT respectively). That is, there does not seem to be a citation form that only means ‘grade’ in TİD; rather, the meaning ‘grade’ is always...
simultaneously expressed with a numeral. The same analysis seems appropriate for other TİD signs that show numeral incorporation in our data, such as ‘x hundred’ and ‘in x weeks’, as well as for signs reported in Zeshan (2002), e.g. ‘x weeks before’ and ‘x hours’. When used in isolation or in a non-plural context, they have a default singular meaning and combine with the numeral ‘one’, expressed by an extended index finger. This would mean that these signs are always numeral incorporated (and, thus, morphologically complex), consistent with statements in the literature that ‘basic’ forms of numeral incorporated signs can be interpreted as ‘1 x’ (Liddell 1996). It may also explain why other signs articulated with an extended index finger, like ‘year’ and ‘month’ do not so readily incorporate numerals: they may, indeed, have handshape specifications. Instead, these signs exhibit a high propensity for handshape assimilation effects in continuous signing.\footnote{Note that we do not follow Liddell in assuming that some underspecified signs that incorporate numerals are prefixes. It is more plausible that these signs form the morphological and semantic head of the construction, since the numerals merely modify them.}

In sum, numeral incorporation in TİD seems to be a productive phenomenon, but one that is restricted to elements that are phonologically underspecified for handshape features (as well as the general restriction to signs for units that are commonly measured). Signs that are phonologically specified for extended index finger may in plural contexts also surface with multiple extended fingers, but these are probably cases of handshape assimilation (a phenomenon that is also observed for signs expressed with an extended index finger in ASL, see Liddell and Johnson, 1986 and Sandler, 1996). However, more data is necessary to confirm this analysis.

As for other morphological expressions on the noun, no further indications of multiple entities (such as affixation, cliticization, or mouthing) were observed, neither with nouns referring to inanimate entities nor with nouns for human beings. Overall then, we conclude that TİD does not exhibit productive morphological expression of multiple entities.

5.2. Numerals, quantifiers, and pronouns

Numerals were a frequent indication of multiple entities in the spontaneous data. All numerals from 0 to 10 occurred, as well as several numerals between 11 and 30. As in the elicited data, numerals often occurred within noun phrases, preceding the noun, but also sometimes occurred with a predicative function. In addition, some quantifying signs were observed. Furthermore, the spontaneous data contained pronouns expressing plural referents, though infrequently, since referents were very often not overtly expressed. The observed pronouns were either first person plural pronouns (referring to the signer plus one or more others) or non-first person plural pronouns (referring to multiple referents not including the signer). These referents were not physically present in the discourse situation but localized and/or visualized in locations that represented the locations of the referents in the reported event situation. For the first person plural pronouns, forms made with an index finger were used (e.g. ‘she and I’, Figure 30a) as well as numeral incorporated forms (e.g. ‘the two of us’, the three of us’, Figure 30b). The (few) non-first person plural forms in the data consisted of a sweeping arc movement and individual pointing signs directed towards the referents. These can be seen in Figure 30(c-d).
Furthermore, participants frequently used a quantifier with a pronominal function, i.e. the sign for ‘everyone’, illustrated in Figure 31.

![Figure 30 Pronouns for plural referents](image)

![Figure 31 Quantifier with pronominal function](image)

**5.3. Expression of multiple entities on predicates**

Two devices were encountered in this data set that can be subsumed under plural predicate inflection. First, plural reference was marked by articulating predicates at or directing predicates toward locations in space associated with particular referents. In Figure 32a, the signer indicates that three friends were summoned by the protagonist in the narrative by using three different starting locations in space connected to the predicate expressing ‘come’. Similarly, the signer in Figure 32b uses multiple locations in the articulation of the predicates for ‘gossip’ to indicate the many (individuated) friends at work (colleagues) to whom her friend gossiped about her. (Notice that Figure 32a-b contains nouns referring to multiple friends, but that these nouns are not reduplicated in either example.)

---

19 It should be noted that, as in other sign languages, only a subset of verbs in TİD can be spatially inflected (Sevinç, 2006).
We also observed localizations of a noun sign on different body parts, thus indicating plurality of the referent noun. For instance, a signer indicated that he had three injuries by making the sign for ‘injury’ once on his leg and twice at locations on his head. We consider this as a special case of expressing multiple entities through noun localization, since body indexicality is involved in interpreting location (Pyers, 2006). That is, locations are interpreted in connection to the relevant body parts through direct indexing of these body parts, in contrast to the context-dependent interpretation of locations in all the previously described cases. It is a general observation that many body parts are referred to in sign languages indexically by pointing to the body part itself. Moreover, some noun signs for referents that are connected to body parts (e.g. hearing devices, spectacles, particular types of clothing) are also made on the relevant body part. Thus, body locations can also be used for expression of (multiple) entities on body parts, provided that the referent nouns are phonologically underspecified for location.

Second, the data contained classifier predicates expressing path movements of plural (human) referents. A classifier expressing ‘many (people)’ (represented by two hands with extended fingers in horizontal position) moving somewhere was observed most often. This is illustrated in Figure 33.

Figure 32: Plural predicate inflection
Finally, there were a few instances in which classifiers or nouns were localized in space for plural referent localization. This occurred in contexts in which the static spatial configuration of entities was relevant, similar to the contexts in the elicited data. However, as expected, these contexts were scarce in this data set.

5.4. Expression of multiple entities through linguistic context

The spontaneous data include referents with a plural interpretation but without an explicit morphological or syntactic device indicating referent plurality. In some of these cases, a plural interpretation could be recovered from the linguistic (narrative) context. For instance, a signer used the sign for ‘sibling’ without any marking of plural, translated as: ‘I used to live in Izmir with my father, mother and sibling(s).’ At the moment of utterance, it is not clear whether the signer is living together with one or more siblings. Only when the narrative continues with: ‘My brother is now married, and my sister moved to Ankara’ can it be inferred that the sign for ‘sibling’ has a plural referent from the fact that the following clauses mention a brother and a sister. Furthermore, some lexical signs (e.g. ‘together’ and ‘other’ in the context where first one referent and then one or more other referent(s) were described) imply plural referents, as was also observed in the elicited data.

Still, for a total of 25 referential expressions and ten predicates without overt arguments it remained unclear whether they have a singular or plural interpretation. Thus, singular and plural can be distinguished linguistically, either by specific devices and even combinations of devices, and sometimes through context. In other cases, however, the distinction can be made only on the basis of non-linguistic knowledge, and in some cases, whether referents are singular or plural remains ambiguous and undetermined.

5.5. Summary

Similarly to the elicited data, the spontaneous data contained several devices for the expression of multiple entities. Numerals and quantifiers were frequently used devices for indicating multiple entities. Plural inflection and the use of classifier predicates for (human) referents occurred often, but localization strategies (i.e. using localizing predicates) were only sparsely observed. In addition to these devices, a plural interpretation was often implied by the linguistic context. However, like in the elicited data, no productive expression of multiple entities on nouns was observed in the spontaneous data. The distribution of devices for the expression of multiple entities in the spontaneous data is shown in Figure 34 below.
6. Discussion

6.1. Implications of the TİD results

In this paper, we provided detailed descriptions of the expression of multiple entities in TİD. The use of both elicited descriptions of static spatial configurations and spontaneous personal narratives allowed us to cover a wide range of expression in both the nominal and the predicative domain. As a result, we are able to offer a fairly comprehensive description of expression of multiple entities in an individual sign language. Furthermore, we pair our descriptive analysis with a quantificational analysis, and thus offer a first usage-based account of the preferential distribution of the inventory of strategies for expression of multiple entities.

As expected, the different genre types yielded different types of constructions that encoded multiple entities. The elicitation task focused on the expression of multiple entities (inanimate and non-human animate) in static spatial configurations, while the spontaneous narratives focused on events and activities of and between people, and were overall more variable with respect to the specific events described. The elicitation task gave rise to an abundant use of localization predicates, primarily with classifiers, which hardly occurred in the spontaneous data. These, in contrast, offered less opportunity for localization within static scenes. Instead, predicate inflection, spatial motion predicates, and specification within the linguistic context were frequent means of distinguishing multiple from singular referents, which were not common in the elicited data. The observed variation in the strategies for expression of multiple entities shows that none of these is obligatory. Each strategy is used to express a particular focus on the state or event, for instance an exact number of entities in case of a numeral and the spatial relation between entities in case of localization and use of a ‘side-by-side’ device. When signers focused on several aspects of a situation, multiple different devices were used, for instance localization through classifiers, a numeral, and a ‘side-by-side’ construction. This was particularly the case in the elicitation task, where signers often gave quite elaborate descriptions. Here, signers knew that their interlocutor had the task of selecting the correct picture from an array of pictures, but were unaware of the exact nature of the addressees’ materials. In contrast, the spontaneous narratives did not contain the use of multiple devices for the same multiple referent. While being more variable in the strategies for expression of multiple entities, at most one strategy was used at a time, and in many cases, entity number was not explicitly encoded, but rather left to inference.
Overall our results indicate that, in contrast to some other sign languages, TİD does not make use of productive morphological marking on the noun for expression of multiple entities (e.g. reduplication or double articulation). Numeral incorporation appears to be available in TİD (though phonologically and semantically quite restricted), but strictly speaking it is not a plural marking device. Instead, we found that TİD makes use of a wide range of strategies for expression of multiple entities on predicates, some of which have been previously described for other sign languages (e.g. localization with classifiers, noun localization, predicate inflection), but also including some which have not been previously described for TİD or for other sign languages (i.e. the ‘side-by-side’ device (Figure 22) and a ‘spread’ predicate (Figure 26a)). In addition, we found that numerals and quantifiers are used in various functions while indicating referent quantity: as modifiers of the noun within the noun phrase, but also predicatively, and as predicate subjects. Finally, there are also contexts in which there is no linguistic indication of whether there is one entity or more, and where this must either be inferred from the context or remains ambiguous.

6.2. Expression of multiple entities in the visual modality

We now turn to the role of iconicity, and thereby to the role of the visual modality, in shaping the forms of expression of multiple entities found in TİD and the function of iconicity in linguistic structures in TİD, and more generally, across sign languages. The devices for expression of multiple entities on the noun that have been observed in signed languages, i.e. reduplication and double articulation are to a large extent iconic and modality-specific. The principle of ‘more of form stands for more of content’ (Lakoff and Johnson, 1980) is literally present in noun reduplication in several signed languages. Also, articulation of a sign using two hands simultaneously (‘double articulation’) iconically represents two entities (Heyerick et al., 2011, in prep.), and this could be considered as another type of reduplication, i.e. simultaneous reduplication. Furthermore, many of the numerals themselves (particularly the numbers below six and in some signed languages even until ten), occurring independently or as part of a morphologically complex structure, are iconic, representing as many entities.

The most common devices in TİD for expressing multiple entities (in particular, localization predicates and plural predicate inflection), that have been observed in most other sign languages, exhibit a high degree of iconicity. Overwhelmingly, the localization strategies, placed in space, map the locations of referent entities in the pictures in an iconic, analogue way. Similarly, with inflected predicates, the use of multiple locations gives an iconic representation of the event configuration, mapping out the presence of multiple referents engaged in an event or activity. As mentioned earlier, localization strategies for multiple referents and predicate inflections cannot be considered to be genuine plural marking devices in sign languages. Their primary function is to localize referents, on the one hand, and to mark predicate arguments, on the other hand. As a result of the use of space and the iconic affordances of the visual modality, these functions are expressed through spatial modification. In the case of more than one referent, multiple referents are associated with multiple locations in space. As such, the expression of plurality comes ‘for free’, as it were, as an effect of using space for referent localization and predicate inflection.

This pattern holds not only for TİD, as we have shown here, but for sign languages more generally. Given the iconic affordances of the modality, and that entity plurality can be expressed in conjunction with another, primary function (i.e. localization or predicate inflection to mark arguments), we thus go further in claiming that we do not expect that genuine plural marking devices will (rapidly) conventionalize in languages in the visual modality, although it is not excluded in later stages of development of individual languages. Indeed, it seems that the only such genuine plural marking device in sign languages found to date is noun reduplication, which has been reported to be used in many sign languages (ASL, DGS, HSL, ISL, LIS, and VGT). However, various other sign languages do not exhibit noun reduplication as a strategy for expression of multiple entities (AdaSL, IPSL, NGT, and TİD), and even in those sign languages where it does occur, it is discussed as being
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20 Thanks to an anonymous reviewer for suggesting this analysis of double articulation.

21 It is suggested that the numerals in TİD from 7 to 9 are iconic representations of the shape of these numerals in Western Arabic notation, that was used before the Western orthography and numeral system was adopted in Turkey (Hasan Dikyuva, pc. Sign5 Conference Ankara, October 21, 2011).
quite restricted - dependent on the phonological properties of sign forms (Pfau and Steinbach, 2006, Pizzuto and Corazza, 1996, Wilbur, 1987) and the linguistic context, i.e. presence or absence of a numeral or quantifier in the noun phrase (Pfau and Steinbach, 2006). Importantly, none of the previous studies has shown to what extent the process of noun reduplication is productive for nouns that do not exhibit such constraints.

In contrast, referent localization (in particular localization with classifiers) and predicate inflection (indicating the referents involved in an event) are widespread, and are similarly structured across many sign languages. In line with what we are arguing here, their structure is generally described in terms of modality effects, afforded by the iconic and spatial properties of the visual-spatial modality. We thus clearly distinguish genuine plural marking devices (e.g. noun reduplication) from those devices which have a different main function (i.e. to depict a spatial configuration or to mark predicate arguments), but which express information about referent number as a result of their spatial modification and iconic motivation. Note that noun reduplication is also an iconic strategy, using repetition of a sign form to indicate more than one referent. As such, even the prominent genuine plural marking strategy used in sign languages relies on iconic mapping to a high degree.

6.3. Modality-specific effects: sign versus spoken languages

When we consider expression of multiple entities in sign languages compared to spoken languages, we can argue for a modality-dependent nature of expression in a number of respects. Sign languages overall reveal less diversity in this domain than spoken languages (reviewed in section 2.1). Also unlike spoken languages, which exhibit a high degree of plural marking on the noun through affixation (60% of languages in Dryer's (2011) sample), sign languages seem never to use affixation for plural marking, and even generally do not seem to prefer plural marking on the noun. Instead, plurality of entities is preferentially expressed outside of the noun phrase by means of localization predicates and/or inflected predicates. A similarity between signed and spoken languages, however, is that referent plurality may often remain unexpressed, showing the importance of pragmatics and contextual dependence in language, in general (cf. Corbett, 2000, Evans and Levinson, 2009).

The visual modality allows for structures that are impossible in any spoken language due to the fact that the oral modality is restricted to a linear, one-dimensional signal and only has one articulator at its disposal. Thus, double articulation structures (i.e. equivalents of lexical signs made on each hand simultaneous or of simultaneous bimanual localizations, as described in section 4.3.1) are not possible. Similarly, although spoken languages do employ non-concatenative morphology to some extent (e.g. Semitic and Hebrew languages, see also Mathur and Rathmann, 2010 and Sandler and Lillo-Martin, 2006 for comparison), simultaneous realization of morphemes as in numeral incorporation seems a typical feature of signed languages.

The iconic nature of many devices for expression of multiple entities in sign languages has been discussed in detail. Yet, in spoken languages, too, the expression of multiple entities is to some extent iconic in nature in that it involves adding material to a singular form (‘more of form stands for more of content’, Lakoff and Johnson, 1980:128). However, apart from plural reduplication (‘more of the same’), the form that this additional material takes in spoken languages (i.e. affixes, clitics, and plural words) is not itself iconic of the (multiple) entities.

With respect to reduplication, another implication of the modality is that signed languages do not seem to employ partial reduplication, in contrast to spoken languages. Reduplication in signed languages shows at least one full repetition (albeit the size of the repeated movement is often reduced, consistent with phonetic weight reduction effects, see Crasborn et al., to appear). The full repetition seems to result from the favored monosyllabic of signs and the modality-specific simultaneous expression of phonological features within the syllable. 22

It has been suggested that the structural similarities across sign languages compared to the diversity of spoken languages may be a result of the relative youth of sign languages, with the implication that sign languages may grow more diverse over time (e.g. Aronoff et al., 2005, Meier,
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22 DGS is even reported to show plural ‘triplication’, i.e. the signs are repeated twice (Pfau and Steinbach, 2006, illustrated in Figure 1), although one repetition is also common in DGS (Perniss, 2001).
This paper reports on a detailed descriptive and quantificational analysis of expression of multiple entities in TID. We have found that TID does not exhibit morphological marking of plural on the noun. Instead, TID signers appear to express multiple entities through a variety of devices, most of which involve spatial modification to reflect referent relations. The primary linguistic function of these devices, however, is not the expression of plurality, but rather the depiction of referent location, on the one hand, and predicate inflection, on the other hand. Information about referent plurality falls out as a result of the use of space in the visual-spatial modality. Thus, although TID employs several devices through which referent plurality can be expressed, we conclude that TID does not have explicit, productive plural marking devices, in contrast to what has been claimed by Kubuş (2008).

These spatial devices are common across sign languages, and we have argued that we expect expression of multiple entities in the visual-gestural modality to primarily take this form, instead of being expressed morphologically on the noun through a dedicated, productive strategy. Our findings for TID confirm this prediction. The visual-spatial modality easily affords expression of multiple entities as a by-product of the iconically-motivated spatial marking of referent relations, but does not facilitate systematic or obligatory morphological marking on the noun. As we have seen, the one form of morphological plural marking that does exist in sign languages, i.e. noun reduplication, is not obligatory and is phonologically or contextually blocked in many environments.

Given the affordances and constraints of the visual-gestural modality, we expect the patterns we have found in TID to be generalizable across sign languages. Under this analysis, we expect explicit plural marking devices to be scarce and severely restricted across sign languages, in contrast to the diversity of plural marking structures found in spoken languages. Moreover, across sign languages, we expect to find iconic, spatially-motivated structures that make use of the principle of multiple-referent-to-multiple-location mapping, and to thus similarly express referent plurality in predicates primarily expressing relations between referents through localization or inflection. However, it remains to be seen whether the relative youth of sign languages plays a role in the modality-specific similarity of sign languages in this domain. Thus, in the future, as sign languages continue to develop and mature, more (and varied) specific plural markers, not observed currently, may well emerge in sign languages.
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23 Suggestions that Turkish Sign Language dates back more than 500 years and descends from the signed language used in the Ottoman courts cannot be verified due to a lack of (language) sources (Zeshan, 2002).
The examples from LIS in Figures 1 and 5 are reprinted from Lingua 98, Pizzuto, E. and Corazza, S., Noun morphology in Italian Sign Language, pp. 169-196, Copyright (1996), with permission from Elsevier.

The DGS examples in Figures 1a and 8b are reprinted from Linguistic Typology 10, Pfau, R. and Steinbach, M. Pluralization in Sign and Speech: A cross-modal typological study, pp. 135-182, Copyright (2006), with permission of Mouton de Gruyter.


The DGS signs in Figure 2b are from ‘Allgemeines Gebärdlexikon des Instituts für Deutsche Gebärdensprache und Kommunikation Gehörloser der Universität Hamburg’, with kind permission of the publishers.

The BSL examples in Figure 3 are reprinted from ‘Sign Language. The study of deaf people and their language’, Kyle, J., and Woll, B., Copyright (1985), with friendly permission of the illustrator, Bernard Quinn (bernardq@learning-difference.org.uk).

The BSL examples in Figure 6 are reprinted from ‘Chapter 11. Pronouns.’ Cormier, K. In: Sign language: An international handbook. Pfau, R., Steinbach, M., and Woll, B. (Eds.), Copyright (2012). Reprinted with kind permission of Mouton de Gruyter, Berlin.

The BSL examples in Figure 9 are reprinted from ‘The linguistics of British Sign Language’, Sutton-Spence, R., and Woll, B., Copyright (1999), with kind permission of Cambridge University Press.

Notational conventions

Signs in the cited examples are labeled in English with capital letters (e.g. TOWN). If two morphemes are combined within one sign, their glosses are divided by hyphens (e.g. 3-DAY). Subscripts (e.g. TOWN0) signal that the sign is articulated at a particular location in space. Occurrence of a classifier within a sign is represented with ‘CL’, plus the entity it classifies or the entity class in subscript (e.g. CLBICYCLE, CLRound). Two glosses connected by a ^ or ͡ indicate a compound.

The examples from our TID data are represented with photo stills. They are glossed according to the Leipzig Glossing Rules (http://www.eva.mpg.de/lingua/resources/glossing-rules.php, last consulted June 1, 2012). Where relevant, LH and RH stand for ‘left hand’ and ‘right hand’. Subscripts indicate the specific location of a referent in space (in localization predicates) or reflect the location of the referent with which it agrees (in inflected predicates). The gloss ‘non1.SG’ indicates a non-first singular pronoun.
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